Virtual Route Distribution USA, Inc.
Unified Communications & Payment Processing Solutions

Payment Processing for Tech Support Companies

Some Ransomware will cripple your computer, while others want to steal your
information without your knowledge. Pretty much anything that beeps, buzzes and
connects to the internet can be serviced remotely by a reliable technical support
company. Good technical support companies are legitimate businesses that need to
be able to process payments for the services they provide. Unfortunately obtaining a
merchant payment processing account can be difficult because most processors have
classified technical support companies as high risk. Fortunately Genie Gateway can
readily provide merchant accounts to well established technical support companies.

Check22 is the new way for technical support merchants to process payments for
goods and services, in Real-Time, 24x7x365, whether in person, online, or by phone.
Avoid the hassle and risk associated with credit card processing! Our Merchants can
receive payments within five minutes, from any customer who has a valid checking
account at any bank in the U.S.





You will receive your payments within 5 minutes
You Get Paid for the full amount billed: our processing fees are billed separately.
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Process payments one at the
payments at a time.
Reduce the Chargeback and Dispute periods from 6 months to 45 days.
NO reserves required.

Merchant Account Costs & Merchant Processing Charges
1.
2.
3.
4.

Genie Gateway Activation Fee:
Genie Gateway Monthly Fee:
Merchant Processing Discount:
Reserve Requirements:

$49.95
$24.95
9.95%
$0.00 NO Reserves Required

Once verified, Check22 Payments are emailed to you within 5 minutes.

If you are U.S. Based and need a Merchant Processing Account,
where you can get paid in 5 minutes, anytime 24x7x365, click on the
Merchants button below and you can activate your account in 15 minutes
and be operational within one business day.

Virtual Route Distribution USA, Inc. (VRDUSA) is in search of Independent Sales Organization (ISO), Payment Service Provider
(PSP), Merchants and other types of Agent relationships in which we provide the Genie Services, ISOs, PSPs, Merchants and
other Agents provide the customers, and we all share in the revenues. If you are interested, please contact VRDUSA Business
Development by telephone at this number: 908-502-9655 or click on the Agent button below.
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